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ABSTRACT
The Deese-Roediger and McDermott (DRM) paradigm and visually guided saccade tasks are
both prominent research tools in their own right. This study introduces a novel DRM-
Saccade paradigm, merging both methodologies. We used rule-based saccadic eye
movements whereby participants were presented with items at test and were asked to make
a saccade to the left or right of the item to denote a recognition or non-recognition
decision. We measured old/new recognition decisions and saccadic latencies. Experiment 1
used a pro/anti saccade task to a single target. We found slower saccadic latencies for
correct rejection of critical lures, but no latency difference between correct recognition of
studied items and false recognition of critical lures. Experiment 2 used a two-target saccade
task and also measured corrective saccades. Findings corroborated those from Experiment
1. Participants adjusted their initial decisions to increase accurate recognition of studied
items and rejection of unrelated lures but there were no such corrections for critical lures.
We argue that rapid saccades indicate cognitive processing driven by familiarity thresholds.
These occur before slower source-monitoring is able to process any conflict. The DRM-
Saccade task could effectively track real-time cognitive resource use during recognition
decisions.
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Memory’s susceptibility to errors has been well-established
through extensive research. A prominent tool for studying
these errors is the Deese/Roediger-McDermott (DRM) para-
digm (Deese, 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995). This lab-
oratory-based method involves participants studying lists
of words, such as “tired”, “awake”, “quiet”, and “bed”,
which are all related to a non-presented critical lure, for
instance, “sleep”. A “false memory” is noted when partici-
pants recall or recognise this critical lure despite its
absence in the list. Remarkably, the frequency of falsely
recalling or recognising this lure canmirror that of the gen-
uinely studied words (Roediger & McDermott, 1995). One
prevailing explanation for this phenomenon, termed acti-
vation/monitoring theory (Roediger et al., 2001), posits
that when an item is studied, it can activate related but
non-presented items in the mental lexicon due to the
spreading activation of conceptual representations. The
strength of activation of the related but non-presented
items increases the difficulty of making diagnostic
source-monitoring decisions (Roediger & McDermott,
2000) about the presence or absence of that item in the
list which leads to false recognition or recall.

The robustness of false memory production using the
DRM paradigm and its resistance to elimination has been
extensively documented since 1995. One focus of this
research has been on the seemingly indistinguishability
of the false memory for the critical lure and the true
memory for the studied list item. For example, remem-
ber/know judgments (Roediger & McDermott, 1995) have
revealed similarities between list and critical lure items
suggesting similar experiences of recognition, detailed
features of studied items have become attached to the
false memory of the related lure (e.g., content borrowing;
see Lampinen et al., 2008; Lyle & Johnson, 2006) and par-
ticipants have expressed distinct recollections of having
heard the critical lure word, knowing which speaker
(when there was more than one) presented the critical
lure item or what position the word appeared (e.g., Lampi-
nen et al., 1999; Neuschatz et al., 2001; Norman & Schacter,
1997). By contrast, neurocognitive studies have shown that
false memories can be differentiated from veridical mem-
ories. For example, in examining event-related potentials,
Miller et al. (2001) found that false recognition of critical
lures produced substantially shorter P300 latencies than
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correct recognition of studied words. Schacter and Slotnick
(2004) found that memory critical lures showed greater
activity in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, associated
with post-retrieval monitoring, and comparatively
reduced activity in the parietal cortex and the parahippo-
campal gyrus of the brain, associated with visual and audi-
tory sensory contextual reactivations. Whilst the
aforementioned studies pertain to differentiation in true
and false memories, we note that this is not always the
case for neuroimaging studies (see McDermott et al.,
2017; Schacter et al., 2012).

Coane et al. (2007) contended that true and false mem-
ories can indeed be differentiated, though not all metrics
may capture these distinctions effectively. Even if partici-
pants label a critical lure as “old”, equating its accuracy
with a studied list item, discrepancies between these
items might still arise. Supporting neurocognitive distinc-
tions above, research has shown that participants
response latencies are consistently slower when making
a false-positive recognition of a critical lure compared to
a correct-hit recognition of a studied list item (Coane
et al., 2007; Jou et al., 2004). This evidence suggests that
response latencies might better reflect the disparities in
processing list and critical lure items. Jou et al. (2004)
argued that the explicit response of making an old/new
decision in a recognition test may not discriminate
between a true and false memory at the conscious level,
but the involuntary behavioural manifestation of a
slower response to critical lure indicated a discrimination
of the false memory from the true memory at an uncon-
scious level. Coane et al. (2007) explored how the acti-
vation/monitoring theory (Roediger et al., 2001) might
manifest in recognition latencies. Words with strong acti-
vation from the encoding phase, such as studied words
and critical lures, should be recognised more quickly.
However, a lengthier monitoring procedure would
further assess this recognition. Words that surpass a high
familiarity threshold would prompt swift recognition
(e.g., typical for studied words). In contrast, words below
a low familiarity threshold would prompt a quick non-rec-
ognition response (e.g., as seen with unrelated lures).
Words that fall in between these thresholds would
undergo source-monitoring, resulting in extended
latencies. Aligning with these assumptions, Coane et al.
(2007) discovered that correctly rejecting critical lures
took longer than rejecting weakly associated lures,
suggesting a rapid low threshold decision for weakly
related items but not for critical lures. Similar to Jou
et al. (2004), falsely recognising critical lures was also
slower than correctly recognising studied list items (see
also Brown et al., 2000; Jou et al., 2017 for further consist-
ent findings). However, not all studies that have examined
response latencies using the DRM paradigm have shown
this clear distinction. A study by Thomas and Sommers
(2005) examined age-related differences in response
latencies for false memories. They reported no statistical
difference between list item hits and critical lure false

alarms in both their age groups (although Tun et al.,
1998, only found this effect for older adults). Hancock
et al. (2003) found faster (or similar) response latencies
to critical lure false alarms compared to list item hits
using a lexical decision task. Here, researchers have
argued that the false memory latency demonstrated a
strong degree of activation, especially when relying on
theme-based strategies to support recognition of list and
critical lure items. Note that there are several methodologi-
cal differences that may account for the differing out-
comes reported here, but the explanation provided by
Hancock et al. does seem to fit with theoretical arguments
posed by Jou et al. (2017). They argued that as the list
length increased, the strength of false alarm increased,
marked by increasing response rate and decreasing reac-
tion time and was a result of a switch of reliance from a
verbatim dominant memory mode to a gist dominant
memory mode. The above research suggests that strength
of activation is important for recognition latency and there
may be additional monitoring processes that impact false
memory latencies.

Although Jou et al. (2017) argued that recognition
latencies highlight more subtle differences in real and
false memories, not reflected in a yes/no or correct/ incor-
rect responses, a response time to make this binary
decision still necessitates an explicit reaction, where any
certainty or uncertainty about recognition is solely rep-
resented by the duration it takes to respond via a key-
board. Being able to capture ongoing cognitive
processes prior to the output/explicit response could high-
light further discrepancies/similarities between real and
false memories, particularly regarding the role of famili-
arity and the more controlled recollection/source discrimi-
nation. The two experiments presented in this study aim to
assess both correct and false memory decisions through
eye-movement saccades.

Our methodology draws inspiration from the renowned
pro and antisaccade tasks (see Hutton, 2008; Munoz &
Everling, 2004 for an overview). In simple terms, saccades
represent decisions: decisions about where to direct the
eye and whether the movement is essential (Hutton,
2008). Rayner (2009) posits that real-time cognitive activi-
ties can be gauged using eye-movement data however,
according to Seideman et al. (2018), few studies have
directly linked saccade metrics themselves to underlying
decision-related processes. In saccade tasks, participants
are shown a central fixation cross and after a brief period
of time a target dot appears in the periphery either to
the left or to the right of the central cross. Participants
are asked to look at this target dot as quickly as possible
whilst their eye movements are recorded. This is a prosac-
cade. They are considered to be fast and reflexive, produ-
cing very little error. In the antisaccade task participants
are presented with the identical stimuli but are told to
avoid the prepotent response of looking towards the
target dot, and instead to look in the opposite direction
(for instance, if the target appears to left, participants
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must move their eyes to the right, where there is no visible
stimulus). They require more cognitive effort. The success
of the performance is validated through eye-tracking
data. This data specifically captures the direction, speed,
and accuracy of eye movements. Successful execution is
indicated by the participant’s ability to quickly and accu-
rately divert their gaze in the correct direction.

In the eye movement literature, there are a number of
memory-guided saccade tasks that examine our ability to
fixate a location under different memory loads (Rayner,
2009). For example, the mixed-saccade task is a rule-
based version of the antisaccade task, whereby, if the
central fixation dot is blue then participants are asked to
make a prosaccade response; if red then they are asked
to make an antisaccade response (Cherkasova et al.,
2002; Rivaud-Pechoux et al., 2007). Both the prosaccade
and antisaccade eye movements evolve into controlled,
memory-influenced decisions that adhere to the rule
specified for that particular trial. The DRM-Saccade para-
digm we outline here provides a novel manipulation of
rule-based saccade tasks in which participants must
make a specific eye movement if they do or do not recog-
nise a centrally presented word on the screen. Rather than
employing a colour target to dictate the required prosac-
cade or antisaccade, we lean on participants’ recall of the
previously encountered DRM list items (and associated
critical lures) to determine their eye movement response.

Models of saccade generation provide further insights
into factors (and potential underlying cognitive influences)
that contribute to the decision to make a saccade. Race
models (e.g., Hanes & Carpenter, 1999; Hanes & Schall,
1995; Logan et al., 1984; Osman et al., 1986) offer a frame-
work for understanding these eye movements. They
suggest that saccades are initiated when accumulated evi-
dence for a movement decision reaches a certain
threshold, involving a competition between reflexive
responses (prosaccade) and cognitive control (antisac-
cade). Computational models support this by showing
how activation from external stimuli and internal control
signals accumulate before triggering a saccade (Cutsuridis
et al., 2007; Trappenberg et al., 2001; Wilimzig et al., 2006).
If cognitive control prevails, an intentional saccade is
made; if not, a reflexive, possibly erroneous movement
occurs. Additionally, feedback mechanisms continuously
monitor and, if necessary, initiate corrective saccades to
align the gaze with the intended target, although such cor-
rections are not instantaneous and involve a latency
period (Crawford et al., 2005).

The saccadic task provides an opportunity to study the
ongoing cognitive processes when making recognition
decisions. If we consider models of saccade generation, we
can consider how accumulated evidence creates a recog-
nition decision that may be accurate or inaccurate. The
prevalent dual-process view holds that implicit spreading
activation, which is the source of false memory, is automatic
and fast (Jacoby, 1991; Underwood, 1965), but monitoring,
which is the basis of a correct rejection, is an effortful,

slow, controlled process (Jacoby, 1991; Roediger et al.,
2001). Johnson et al. (1994) argued that whilst old–new rec-
ognitions can be based on the amount of associative spread
of activation, source-monitoring requires more differen-
tiated information. That is, decision mechanisms can use
relatively undifferentiated information for old–new recog-
nition decisions but require more differentiated information
for source-monitoring decisions. Sufficient information for
old–new discrimination becomes available before infor-
mation for source-monitoring. Therefore, how fast saccade
latencies are towards or away from the target will indicate
low or high thresholds of familiarity of the item. The speed
of antisaccades will indicate the additional time needed to
reject the familiar distractor after additional differentiating
information supports such decision. Whether or not the
correct rejection takes place will depend on whether the
familiarity of the lure provides enough evidence to
prevent the onset of additional monitoring which would
lead to a longer antisaccade or a correction.

To summarise, while numerous studies have delved
into the encoding factors influencing false memory, the
retrieval aspect remains less explored. Moreover, there is
surprisingly little research on how methods of retrieval
may help us understand the decision-making criteria
employed. Conventionally, participants explicitly signal
their recognition or non-recognition of test words
through verbal, written, or button-press responses. The
present set of experiments required participants to make
recognition/non-recognition decisions by making saccadic
eye movements towards or away from peripheral targets.
Eye-movements are faster and more implicit, capturing
ongoing decision-making (Rayner, 2009). Our primary
objectives were twofold: first, to discern whether this
response modality yields findings consistent with earlier
response accuracy and latency studies (e.g., Coane et al.,
2007; Jou et al., 2004; Tun et al., 1998), and second, to
determine if the DRM-Saccade paradigm reveals differ-
ences in corrective saccadic behaviour. This is particularly
the case when initial rapid recognition decisions are later
modified – either improved or worsened – based on sub-
sequent cognitive processing.

Experiment 1

In our first experiment, we presented a single peripheral
target. Participants were guided to look towards this
target if they recognised the word and to look away,
executing an antisaccade, if they did not. With only one
peripheral target, a natural inclination arises to saccade
towards it. The central query here is: can this inherent
response bias distinguish between true and false
memory recognition? To signify recognition of a previously
studied item, participants are prompted to direct a prosac-
cade towards the target, and for non-recognition, an anti-
saccade away from it.

Experiment 1 first establishes how people respond to
the DRM-Saccade task, in terms of recognition rate and
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saccadic latencies for correct and incorrect decisions. We
assessed recognition saccades related to list items, critical
lures, and unrelated lures. We analysed saccadic latencies
associated with hits for studied items alongside correct
rejections and false alarms concerning critical lures and
unrelated lures. By evaluating saccadic latencies for correct
rejections, we gauged the cognitive effort required to accu-
rately dismiss a critical lure or an unrelated filler lure. Fur-
thermore, a comparison of saccadic latencies for hits
against those for critical lure false alarms provided insights
into the cognitive processes underpinning true versus
false recognition decisions. For this experiment, participants
were instructed to look towards the target when they recog-
nised the word (execute a prosaccade) and to look away
when they did not (perform an antisaccade). Our primary
goal in employing the DRM-Saccade task is to investigate
whether it can effectively distinguish between accurate
and false recognition decisions, both in terms of response
accuracy and latency. Although our approach is exploratory
in nature, we hypothesise that items triggering a lower
threshold of familiarity will elicit quicker saccadic responses.
This is based on the premise that such items demand less
cognitive effort for decision-making. In contrast, we antici-
pate that critical lures, which present a higher familiarity
threshold, will require more time for cognitive processing.
This is due to the need for more intricate evaluation to
understand why these items seem familiar yet are not true
memories. The key question is whether the saccadic
latencies for correctly recognising list items and falsely
recognising critical lures will show a significant difference.
This outcome may hinge on the familiarity threshold: if it’s
sufficiently high, it might prompt a more automatic,
reflexive response, whereas a lower threshold could necessi-
tate more deliberate, effortful decision-making.

Method

Participants

Forty participants (32 female) 18–27 years old (M = 19.00,
SD = 1.89) from Edge Hill University, England were
recruited for Experiment 1. An a priori power analysis
(using G*Power 3.1 software; Faul et al., 2007) was con-
ducted for a suitable sample for a repeated measures
design with 3 conditions pertaining to the item type. We
used a medium effect size f = .25, alpha level of 0.05,
power of 0.80, and a conservative correlation estimate of
0.50. This indicated a sample size of 28. As this was a
proof of concept study and we wanted to ensure
sufficient sample size in case any data had to be
removed, we used a sample of 40. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and spoke English
as their first language. They were rewarded with either uni-
versity course credit or monetary compensation. Ethical
approval was received for both Experiments by Edge Hill
University Ethics Psychology Sub-Committee.

Design

The memory-guided saccade task required saccade recog-
nition decisions to items from the DRM lists (studied
words), the non-presented critical lure, and unrelated
filler items. We examined the following dependent
measures for these items.

Recognition rate
This is whether participants made the appropriate
memory-guided saccade towards or away from the
target dot when presented with either the studied word,
unrelated filler item, or critical lure. This metric is the
most comparable to recognition rates in standard DRM
recognition tasks.

Saccadic latency (ms)
This is the time taken for the first eye movement towards
the peripheral target (or in the opposite direction to the
target) since the test word was presented. As the target
dot was presented 8° to the left/right of the central test
word, an eye movement was considered a decision (recog-
nised or not recognised) if it was greater than 2°. In
addition, consistent with the antisaccade literature
(Fischer, 1987), only latencies greater than 80 ms were
included, as latencies quicker than 80 ms are considered
anticipatory.

Stimuli and apparatus

Twenty-four DRM lists were utilised in Experiment 1 (see
Appendix). Lists were either taken from Roediger et al.
(2001) or were constructed following the same procedure
used by Roediger et al., with associative strength indexes
taken from the South Florida Free Association Norms
(Nelson et al., 1999). All lists contained 12 items and
were matched for Backwards Associative Strength (M=
0.24). An additional thirty-two unrelated lures were
selected from unused associative lists from the above
two sources, ensuring no associative relations to the
studied words or critical lures. Therefore, all nonpresented
distractor words except the critical lure were unrelated dis-
tractors (recognition test filler items). All words were pre-
sented on a 19-in. CRT monitor (1024 × 768 pixels,
120 Hz). Eye movements were recorded using an EyeLink
1000 desktop eye tracker (SR Research Ltd, Mississauga,
Canada) and stimuli were presented via Experimental
Builder software. Participants were seated 57 cm away
from the computer screen and used a chin support to
maintain this distance. A 9-point calibration was used
and calibration was only accepted if the average cali-
bration error was less than 0.5°.

Procedure

An information sheet and consent formwere reviewed and
signed before commencing with the study. Study lists
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were presented in blocks of 4 and afterwards participant’s
memory was tested based on the 4 lists they had just seen.
This resulted in 6 blocks in which participants undertook
the memory-guided saccade task. This method was uti-
lised to reduce fatigue in the saccade task and all blocks
were fully counterbalanced to ensure that lists were seen
equally often in each grouped block position. Although
we utilised a study-test block method we did not expect
to see any decline in false memories across these six
blocks. Previous research has shown that without any
feedback on the purpose of the test, false recognition for
DRM critical lures does not decline (see Jou & Foreman,
2007, with 16 study-test trials and no decline).

Study phase
For each DRM list, participants were presented with a
single word on-screen for 1200 ms, followed by a blank
screen for 500 ms, and then the next word, until all 12
words were shown. A 10 s blank screen interval separated
lists. Once all study blocks were completed there was a 5
min break which consisted of instructions for the
Memory-guided saccade task and a short filler task. After-
wards participants underwent the memory-guided
saccade task to test their memory of the studied word lists.

Memory-guided saccade task
Each block of the memory-guided saccade task was based
on the previous 4 lists and consisted of 24 trials, with half
of trials requiring a recognition decision (12 trials of seen
list items, with 3 list words taken from position 1, 5, and
8 of each list), and half of trials requiring a non-recognition
decision (8 trials of unrelated filler words, and 4 trials of
critical lure items). Trial presentation was randomised.
Each trial began with a fixation cross for 500–750 ms.
The test word was then presented in the centre of the
screen and at the same time a single 1° green target was
shown (8° to the left or right of the word). All participants
were instructed to make a prosaccade (i.e., make a saccade
towards and fixate on the green target) if the word pre-
sented was one that they recognised from the study list
just shown. However, if participants did not recognise
the word then they were asked to make an antisaccade

(i.e., make a saccade in the opposite direction of the
green target). This means that for all studied words, the
correct response was to make a saccade towards the
target, whereas for unrelated and critical lures, the
correct response was to make an antisaccade. The word
and target remained visible for 2000 ms, followed by a
500 ms blank screen. This was repeated until all 24 trials
in a block were completed, at which point participants
were shown another 4 DRM lists and performed another
block of the memory-guided saccade task, until all 6
blocks were completed. A single practice list with immedi-
ate test was provided at the start of the experiment so that
participants could familiarise themselves with the method
of response for recognition items. The participants were
made aware that this was a word memory task and that
when making their saccades, to do so as accurately and
promptly as possible. The completion of all study-
memory task blocks took 30 min.

Results and discussion

To analyse recognition rates, we compared old recognition
saccadic responses for critical lure, unrelated filler items
and studied list items. Following a similar method of analy-
sis as Coane et al. (2007), for saccadic latency, we wanted
to analyse the efforts taken to make correct decisions (to
either reject the critical lure and unrelated filler or accept
the studied list item) as well as a direct comparison
between list item hits and critical lure false alarms. Recog-
nition rates and correct saccadic latencies were analysed
using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance
ANOVA (word type: studied list item vs. unrelated fillers
vs. critical lures). For the saccadic latency comparison of
studied list item hits and critical lure false alarms, we
used paired samples t-test. Bonferroni pairwise-compari-
sons (alpha set at .05) were used for comparisons across
conditions. Mean proportions for recognition rates, includ-
ing standard deviations, and 95% Confidence Intervals are
reported in Table 1.

Recognition rates

For recognition rates, there was a significant difference in
type of word, F(2, 78) = 498.68, p < .001, ηp

2 = .93. As
expected, recognition rates for list items and critical lures
were higher than unrelated fillers (both comparisons, p
< .001). Recognition rates for critical lures were also
higher than list items, p = .004.

Saccadic latencies

For correct saccadic latencies, there was a significant differ-
ence in word type, F(2, 78) = 39.86, p < .001, ηp

2 = .51. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that latencies for correct identification
of list items were faster than correct rejection of unrelated
fillers (p = .008), but importantly, both were both faster
than correct rejections of critical lure items (both p < .001).

Table 1. Saccade recognition rates and final corrected saccades (for
Experiment 2 only) as function of item type across both experiments.

Item Type

Studied
words

Critical
Lures

Unrelated
Lures

Experiment 1
Recognition Rates: M (SD)

.71 (.10) .77 (.13) .11 (.08)

95% CI (LB, UB) (.65, .77) (.70, .85) (.06, .15)
Experiment 2
Recognition Rates M (SD)

.72 (.09) .76 (.14) .07 (.08)

95% CI (LB, UB) (.67, .76) (.71, 82) (.01, .12)
Final Corrected Saccades M
(SD)

.74 (.10) .78 (.15) .03 (.05)

95% CI (LB, UB) (.70, .78) (.71, .84) (.002, .05)

Note: M, SD, LB, and UB refer to Mean, Standard Deviation, Lower Bound,
and Upper Bound for 95% confidence intervals (CI), respectively.
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This suggests that correct rejections of unrelated items and
correct identifications of list items were easier to make than
correct rejections of critical lures. In a separate analysis, we
compared the saccadic latencies of old recognition decisions
for list items (correct hit) and old recognition decisions for
critical lures (false alarms to the critical lure). A paired-
sample t-test revealed no statistical difference between the
two latencies for these items, t(39) =−1.70, p = .10, d = .14
(see Figure 1).

When considering the findings from Experiment 1, first,
it becomes evident that the saccade method effectively
differentiates between recognition and non-recognition
decisions, as evidenced by the minimal error rates for unre-
lated lures. For unrelated lures, the relative ease to reject
(demonstrated by high non-recognition decisions and
fast saccade latencies) is likely due to the low familiarity
of the item providing sufficient evidence for cognitive pro-
cesses to trigger the antisaccade. It is easier to make a
correct rejection and thus inhibit the reflexive attention
towards the target. This does not appear to be the case
for critical lures. Our findings align with previous studies
(e.g., Coane et al., 2007; Jou et al., 2004) showing that sac-
cadic latencies for accurate rejections of critical lures were
prolonged compared to those for unrelated lures. It takes
additional effort to detect and engage source-monitoring
to differentiate critical lure from list items, when such cog-
nitive effort provides sufficient evidence, an antisaccade
can be made. This will inevitably be slower.

Our final latency analysis compared list item hits versus
critical lure false alarms to examine differences in saccade
latency for true and false memories as measured by the
DRM paradigm. Contrary to some response latency
studies (e.g., Coane et al., 2007; Jou et al., 2004), but con-
sistent with others (e.g., Thomas & Sommers, 2005; Tun
et al., 1998), our data revealed no marked disparity
between these two saccade latencies. We contend that,
in contrast to the latency captured during explicit old/
new responses, our saccade latency represents the
ongoing cognitive processing. In our analysis, we interpret
prosaccades as indicative of more reflexive, or automatic,
decision-making processes. This is characterised by the
eye’s natural and rapid movement towards a visible
target, known as fixation. Applying the activation–moni-
toring framework (Roediger & McDermott, 2000) to inter-
pret our results, one could propose that the pronounced
activation for the critical lure item exceeds the criterion
threshold set for a faster old response when making a
saccade decision, similar to that of a list item. The
reflexive nature of the saccade response inhibits the
opportunity to make a more controlled response, prevent-
ing any additional source-monitoring to occur before the
decision is made. The speed of saccades may further
support this suggestion. As shown in Table 1, average sac-
cadic latencies were 674 ms for critical lure false alarms
and 668 ms for list item hits, compared to approximately
1200 ms vs 1050 ms RTs respectively (values drawn from

Figure 1. Correct (hits for list words and correct rejections for critical lures and unrelated lures) and FAs (incorrect false recognition of critical lures and
unrelated lures) saccade latencies for Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard error.
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Figure 1 in Coane et al., 2007). Such rapid saccades pre-
empts the more deliberative phase of source-monitoring
that typically aids in recognition. In Experiment 2 we aim
to examine, if triggered, the point at which source-moni-
toring corrections may influence final recognition decision,
something explicit responses and associated response
latencies are unable to capture. We also changed our
saccade task to remove any inherent response bias
caused by fixating on a single peripheral target.

Experiment 2

In our second experiment, we adopted a two-target
saccade task. The prosaccade in this task is no longer
reflexive, it is rule based. There are, of course, methodo-
logical differences between standard DRM and saccade
tasks aside from the modality of response that need to
be addressed. The first is that stimulus-response compat-
ibility (e.g., Proctor & Vu, 2006) is not a foremost issue in
typical DRM response latency studies as response
mapping for a recognition decision is always the same
across trials (e.g., press x if recognised, y if not recognised).
In contrast, the direction of the target (and therefore the
correct response) in saccade tasks is always randomised.
This demands participants to discern the correct response
mapping for each trial. As such, the onset of a single per-
ipheral target leads to a prepotent bias response. If eye
movements are to be used to indicate a recognition
decision, then this would bias responses towards the
target location irrespective of the test word presented cen-
trally (e.g., studied item, unrelated lure, critical lure). A two-
target saccade task was designed to reduce responding
bias to a single peripheral target, keeping fixed left and
right targets to denote old/new recognition. This approach
draws more similar parallels with traditional DRM response
latency studies. Experiment 2 uses such a task by incorpor-
ating two distinctly coloured peripheral targets. This
approach is more in line with the saccade tasks rooted in
rule-based criteria as referenced in the introduction (Cher-
kasova et al., 2002; Rivaud-Pechoux et al., 2007). Partici-
pants received instructions to fixate on one of the
designated colour targets (either blue or red) based on
whether they recognised the centrally displayed test
word, with each colour corresponding to recognition or
non-recognition. These colour targets maintained a fixed
position in each trial (consistently blue to the left and
red to the right), though their positions were counterba-
lanced among participants.

For both experiments, our analysis encompasses both
the saccade direction and the speed of the saccade to
examine any such differentiation. In Experiment 2 we
also examine corrective saccades, which is where an eye
movement first made towards one target but is sub-
sequently corrected, by making an eye movement in the
opposite direction. Although any potential evidence of
indecision or additional attentional resources can typically
only be reflected in inflated RTs, we posit that these

adjustments in decision-making are indicative of source-
monitoring providing sufficient feedback that leads to
the correction in the eye movement. Coupled with differ-
ences in saccadic latencies we hope to highlight if and
when monitoring strategies occur during retrieval for
true and false memories. The predictions for Experiment
1, still hold for Experiment 2, but additionally we predict
that the nature and frequency of corrective saccades will
vary depending on the type of word being recognised.
For list items, which are true memories, we hypothesise
that any initial incorrect recognition decisions (misses)
will more likely be corrected by the end of the trial,
leading to an increased rate of correct recognition (hits).
This prediction is based on the assumption that true mem-
ories, once fully processed, are more readily recognised,
even if initially missed. Conversely, for unrelated lures,
which are entirely new and unfamiliar, we anticipate that
participants will initially make some incorrect recognition
decisions due to reflexive saccadic responses, but will
often correct these decisions by the trial’s end, resulting
in a higher rate of correct rejections. However, for critical
lures, we predict a different pattern. We expect that correc-
tive saccades will be less effective in altering initial recog-
nition decisions here. Participants may maintain their
initial decision because it is more challenging to reassess
the source of associative activation and sense of familiarity.

Method

Participants

Twenty participants (15 female) 18–57 years old (M =
20.48, SD = 6.41) from Edge Hill University, England were
recruited for Experiment 2. Analysis from Experiment 1
indicated that a large effect size could be used. An a
priori power analysis was therefore conducted using
G*Power 3.1 to determine the required sample size that
would be used for a repeated measures design with 3 con-
ditions (our three item types). We set the effect size to f = 0.4.
The power was set at (α = 0.05, 1–β err prob) 0.95. We uti-
lised a conservative correlation among repeated measures
of 0.5. Based on these parameters, the power analysis indi-
cated that a sample size of 18 participants would be necess-
ary to achieve adequate power for detecting the expected
effect. This sample size was considered sufficient for the
repeated measures analysis of the corrective saccades. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
had English as their first language. They were rewarded
with either course credit or monetary compensation.

Design

All participants completed the saccade task with the fixed
target location design. Participants were presented with
studied words, unrelated lures and critical lures during
the saccade task. We examined the following dependent
measures:
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Recognition rate
This is whether participants looked at the appropriate
target dot when presented with either the studied word,
unrelated lure, or critical lures.

Saccadic latency (ms)
The time taken for the first eye movement towards the
peripheral target since the test word was presented. This
measure was identical to Experiment 1.

Corrected saccades
In addition to the above, we also wanted to examine
whether the initial memory-guided decision was also the
final response or whether participants changed their
decisions in some way during the 2 s trial period. For
example, whether an initial recognition decision of a criti-
cal lure was corrected to non-recognition decision in sub-
sequent eye movements by participants looking at the
opposite target. To do this we examined the final eye
movement of each trial to examine whether it was
located in the same location as the original eye movement
or in the opposite spatial location. We define here a
change in decision if the final eye movement was fully in
the opposite direction to the first direction fixated –
returning to the central fixation word position (–/+ 2°)
would not count as a correction.

Stimuli and apparatus

The DRM lists were identical to those used in Experiment
1. A key difference in this experiment was that instead of
only having a single green target to look towards (or
away from) there were two targets (one red, one blue)
that appeared simultaneously with the test word: 1
coloured target appeared to 8° to the left of the word,
the other coloured target appeared to 8° to the right of
the word. The location of the red and blue targets was
fixed across all trials for the participant. This was counter-
balanced so that for half of the participants, the red target
was always to the left of the word, and the blue target was
to the right.

Procedure

An information sheet and consent formwere reviewed and
signed before commencing with the study. As in Exper-
iment 1, the study lists were presented in blocks of 4
and afterwards participant’s memory was tested based
on the 4 lists they had just seen. This resulted in 6 blocks
in which participants undertook the memory-guided
saccade task. The study phase was identical to Experiment
1.

Memory-guided saccade task
This followed a similar procedure except for the change in
rules for making recognition and non-recognition

decisions (old or new). Testing consisted of 6 blocks,
with each block containing the previous 4 lists and con-
sisted of 24 trials, half of trials requiring a recognition
decision (12 trials of seen words, list items from position
1 and 8), and half of trials requiring a non-recognition
decision (8 trials of unrelated filler words, and 4 trials of
critical lure words). Word presentation was randomised
and each trial began with a fixation cross for 500–
750 ms. The test word was then presented in the centre
of the screen and at the same time there were two
target dots to the left/right of the word (one red, one
blue). Participants were instructed to make a recognition
decision by looking at the red target or a non-recognition
decision by looking at the blue target (colour to indicate
recognition was counterbalanced across participants),
and the location of these colour targets was fixed through-
out the experiment. A single practice list with immediate
test was provided at the start of the experiment so that
participants could familiarise themselves with the correct
response for seen and unseen words. No participants
failed to correctly use the red and blue target dots to
make appropriate responses. The completion of all
study-memory task blocks took 30 min to complete.

Results

To analyse recognition rates and correct saccadic latencies
we used a repeated measures one-way ANOVA (Word
Type: list items vs. unrelated lures, vs. critical lures).
Again, for saccadic latency, we also conducted a separate
analysis for the comparison of list item hits and critical
lure false alarms. Finally, to assess whether corrected rec-
ognition decisions became “better” we compared recog-
nition rates using a 3 (Word Type: Studied words vs.
Unrelated lures vs. critical lures) × 2 (Response: Initial vs.
Corrected) repeated measures ANOVA. Interactions were
explored using simple main effects and Bonferroni pair-
wise-comparisons (alpha set at .05). Mean proportions for
recognition rates and corrective saccades, including stan-
dard deviations, and 95% Confidence Intervals are
reported in Table 1.

Recognition rates

There was a significant difference in word type, F(2, 38) =
303.48, p < .001, ηp

2 = .94. Bonferroni pairwise comparisons
revealed that recognition rates for unrelated filler items
significantly lower than for list items and critical lures
(both ps < .001). For this experiment there was no statisti-
cal difference in recognition rates for list items and critical
lures (p = .45).

Saccadic latencies

There were 2 missing cases for this latency analysis (2 par-
ticipants failed to correctly reject any of the critical lures
and so had no correct latencies for this word type).
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Saccadic latencies for correct recognition decisions were
significantly different across word type, F(2, 34) = 7.28, p
= .002, ηp

2 = .30. Comparisons revealed that saccadic
latencies were again faster for correct recognition of list
items compared to correct rejection of critical lures (p
= .02). Although the pattern of difference was in the
same direction as Experiment 1, latencies for correct rejec-
tion of unrelated filler items was not significantly different
to correct rejection of critical lures (p = .092), see Figure 2.
Given the large effect reported in Experiment 1 we
decided to use Bayesian techniques to determine the rela-
tive level of support for our hypothesis (that, as revealed
by saccadic latencies, critical lures are harder to reject
than unrelated filler items) over the null hypothesis.
Bayes factors provide a continuous measure of how prob-
able the data are under our hypotheses compared to how
probable the data are under the null hypothesis. Software
described in Dienes (2008, 2011, 2014) was used to under-
take the Bayes factor calculation. This assumes, as a
default, a null hypothesis where the true population
value is equal to zero. The Bayesian approach demands
specificity about the hypothesis to be contrasted with
the null. Therefore, we assumed that the effect would
vary in size between zero and the upper limit set by the
effect size reported in Experiment 1. We based our predic-
tion on a half-normal distribution wherein predicting
smaller effect sizes is more likely than large effect sizes.
Here, the estimate of the standard deviation of the p
(population value|theory) was computed as the mean
difference between the latencies of correct rejection of
unrelated filler items and critical lures from Experiment 1

(154.28; SE = 25.93), and the mean of p (population
value|theory) was set at 0. Data from Experiment 1 and 2
were combined in a meta-analytic manner using the
mean and standard deviation (SD) from Experiment 1 as
the prior mean and prior SD and the mean from Exper-
iment 2 as the likelihood mean and likelihood’s SD in
order to calculate posterior mean and posterior SD. Once
combined, a Bayes Factor was computed to represent
the combined data from Experiments 1 and 2. The Bayes
Factor was BH(0, 154.28) = 1.48 × 108. Therefore, the
results indicate extreme evidence for the alternative
hypothesis over the null hypothesis (see Jeffreys, 1961).

There was also no significant difference between rejec-
tion of unrelated filler items and correct recognition of list
items, p = .31. Similar to Experiment 1, when comparing
saccadic latencies for correct recognition of list items
and false recognition of critical lures, we found no signifi-
cant difference, t(19) = –.86, p = .40, d = .18.

Corrective saccades

Overall, where changes were made, in some cases this
meant that an initial incorrect decision was subsequently
corrected by the end of the trial (e.g., initially recognising
a critical or unrelated lure and making a saccade to the rec-
ognition target, but subsequently correcting this initial
decision by the end of the trial by correctly fixating on
the non-recognition target). However, the reverse was
also true in some cases, whereby an initially correct recog-
nition decision was subsequently changed to an incorrect
decision by the end of the trial. To understand the net

Figure 2. Correct (hits for list words and correct rejections for critical lures and unrelated lures) and FAs (incorrect false recognition of critical lures and
unrelated lures) saccade latencies for Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard error.
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effect of these corrective saccades we analyse the initial
recognition responses vs the final corrected responses
for each word type. This analysis of corrective saccades
revealed a significant main effect of word type, F(2, 38) =
339.33, p < .001, ηp

2 = .95. Although there was no main
effect of response, F(1, 19) = .01, p = .93, ηp

2 = .00, there
was a significant word type × response interaction, F(2,
38) = 9.76, p < .001, ηp

2 = .34. This interaction shows the
change in response from initial to corrected recognition
for each word type. Using separate paired samples t-
tests, we found that the corrected final saccade increased
correct recognition of list items, t(19) =−2.78, p = .01, d
= .21 and decreased false alarms for unrelated filler
items, t(19) = 3.46, p = .003, d = .60, however there was
no significant change caused by corrective saccades for
critical lures, t(19) =−1.51, p = .15, d = .14 (see Table 1 rec-
ognition rate and final corrective saccades). These results
appear to suggest that whilst we are able to correct our
decisions for the better when it comes to recognition of
list items and unrelated lures, we do not appear to do
this for recognition decisions for critical lures.

The results from Experiment 2 mainly replicated
findings from Experiment 1, indicating that recognition
decisions to critical lures and list items are made to a simi-
larly high level compared to unrelated lures, and old
responses to critical lures and list items are made at a
similar speed (saccadic latency). Further, making a
correct rejection of a critical lure is particularly demanding,
taking longer than a false recognition of said critical lure
and the correct recognition of a list item and the rejection
of an unrelated lure (see Bayesian analysis supporting the
latter). The novel finding from Experiment 2 relates to the
corrective saccade analysis. By examining changes from
initial to final saccade response, we are able to see the
onset of source-monitoring used to trigger a correction.
We observed that corrected saccades were in the positive
direction for list items, that is, participants changed their
initial response to increase correct recognition of list
items moving from an incorrect miss to a correct hit. We
also found positive gains for unrelated lures; corrective
saccades showed that initial incorrect recognition
decisions were subsequently changed to correct rejec-
tions. However, the corrective saccades for critical lures
showed no move to correctly reject them from initial to
final saccade, in fact, the pattern of corrections was for
the worse, increasing false recognition. These findings
are discussed further below.

General discussion

The two experiments presented here consider a novel
paradigm to measure recognition and non-recognition
decisions by using rule-based saccadic eye movements.
The central focus of our investigation was to explore
whether recognition rates, measured by saccadic eye
movements, would reveal significant differentiation
between the false recognition of critical lures and the

accurate recognition of previously studied words. While
recognition accuracy has been the predominant measure
used to examine true and false memory differentiation in
the Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM) literature, our
research allowed for the examination of additional
measures, such as saccadic latency and corrective saccades
for true and false memory formation.

As expected, for recognition rates across the two exper-
iments both critical lures and list items were recognised
more often than unrelated lures. This replicates typical rec-
ognition findings reported when using the DRM paradigm
(e.g., Roediger & McDermott, 1995). Interestingly, in the
first experiment critical lures had a higher recognition
rate than list items, although still similar saccadic latencies.
For saccadic latencies, similar to Coane et al. (2007), we
analysed two important comparisons. First, the saccadic
latencies when making a correct recognition decision to
accept a list item or reject a lure, and second, the compari-
son of saccadic latencies when making a false alarm to a
critical lure and a correct hit to a list item. For correct rec-
ognition decisions, we saw that across the two exper-
iments it took longer to make a correct rejection for a
critical lure compared to the correct recognition of a list
item. Experiment 1 also found that the correct rejection
of an unrelated filler was faster compared to the correct
rejection of the critical lure. Experiment 2 showed a
similar pattern, and although the frequentist statistic was
not significant, p = .09, our use of Bayesian techniques to
combine data from Experiments 1 and 2 yielded extreme
evidence for the alternative hypothesis that correct rejec-
tions for critical lures were slower than for unrelated
fillers. These latter findings support previous response
latency research (Coane et al., 2007; Jou et al., 2004) and
the notion that critical lures require additional processing
to monitor and reject the item. If we consider activation–
monitoring theories (Roediger et al., 2001; Roediger &
McDermott, 1995, 2000), slower correct rejections for criti-
cal lures are likely a result of strength of activation not
being sufficient to prevent the onset of additional differen-
tiating evidence controlling the saccade. Decision mech-
anisms can use relatively undifferentiated information for
old–new recognition decisions but require more differen-
tiated information for source-monitoring decisions. It
takes time for the information that makes up a memory
to become differentiated (Johnson et al., 1993). Consistent
with this idea is the finding that antisaccadic latencies or
non-recognition latencies are slower for the correct rejec-
tion of the critical lure. This encompasses the time taken to
detect the discrepancy and activate source-monitoring.
For unrelated lures, the cognitive process is more straight-
forward: since these items do not trigger any memory
recall or recognition, one can quickly conclude that they
are new or irrelevant. This rapid assessment allows for a
swift initiation of the antisaccade or non-recognition
response. There is no need for extended cognitive evalu-
ation or “evidence accumulation” as the item is immedi-
ately identified as unfamiliar. Consequently, the
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participant can promptly initiate the appropriate eye
movement or recognition response without the delay
seen in responses to critical lures.

The direct comparison of false alarm and list item sacca-
dic latencies provides a secondary true and false memory
measure. The findings in the response latency literature
are mixed when it comes to differentiation between the
two, with some studies showing no response latency
difference (Hancock et al., 2003, specifically Experiments
3 and 4; Thomas & Sommers, 2005; Tun et al., 1998
[older adults only]), while others have shown false alarms
to critical lures to be consistently slower than correct hits
(Coane et al., 2007; Jou et al., 2004; Jou et al., 2017). In
both experiments, we found no significant difference in
saccadic latencies between true and false memories. We
have seen evidence that slower correct rejections for criti-
cal lures demonstrate associative activation and monitor-
ing processes acting in opposition. With automatic
activation of the semantic associates, familiarity for these
critical lures exceeds the criterion for accepting a word
as part of the study list, before source-monitoring pro-
cesses have time to detect a discrepancy (see Coane
et al., 2007 explanation). Although these findings are not
consistent with those of Jou et al. (2004, 2017) or Coane
et al., they could perhaps be explained by the faster
saccade latencies we see here compared to the response
latencies reported in previous studies. All previous
response latencies have been much slower than ours.
Coane et al., report mean response times for false alarms
to critical lures as approximately 1200–1300 ms (even
Tun et al, Thomas & Sommers approx. mean response
latencies were 1000–1200 ms). Our mean latency time
was 674.18–686.86 ms. Keyboard responses are inherently
slower and may still invoke time for source-monitoring,
although ultimately being accepted as old. Coane et al.,
themselves suggested future studies might investigate
the effects of shorter response deadlines (e.g., 500 ms)
that would require subjects to rely primarily on familiarity
responses. Indeed, speeded response studies that allow
only 800 ms for a response see greater false memories
compared to self-paced recognition decision (Carneiro
et al., 2017). We propose that our response latencies
make invoking controlled monitoring processes all the
more harder when latencies are very fast and associative
activation triggers a high level of familiarity. In addition,
very recent research (Kafkas et al., 2023) has used pupil
response patterns to distinguish true from false memories
in the DRM paradigm. They too suggest that early pupil
dilation was related to false familiarity responses to the
critical lure, while later pupil dilation would suggest recov-
ery of source and contextual details for recollection. Pupil
response appears to provide additional retrieval-based
information during true and false memories. Although
we do note that prior pupil response data has shown
mixed findings (Gomes et al., 2021; Montefinese et al.,
2013; Otero et al., 2011), and there is some debate as to
whether pupil output is linked to other factors, such as

working memory load, arousal or response preparation.
Nevertheless, we see our work as complementary to
these pupil approaches, both providing additional infor-
mation compared to the more traditional keyed input
response.

One final measure that we investigated in Experiment 2
was corrective saccades. We have argued that because
initial saccades are made much faster on average than
typical keyed response latencies, they could represent a
more automatic decision, before a controlled process of
source-monitoring can aid recognition decisions (Coane
et al., 2007). In the final experiment, we therefore exam-
ined whether participants would make any corrective sac-
cades after their initial saccade decision. We analysed
changes between initial and final saccade for list items
as well as critical and unrelated lures. If we consider
models of saccade generation (see Boucher et al., 2007
for a review), we argue that any corrections represent
source-monitoring processes providing sufficient evidence
to confirm the validity of the attribution which could thus
trigger a change in saccade. We found that corrective sac-
cades improved correct recognition for list items, moving
from an initial incorrect miss to a correct hit. The initial
miss was corrected by the onset of source-monitoring.
Results also showed that participants could correct initial
false alarms of unrelated lures. These initial false alarms
may have been a result of cognitive bias or low threshold
false familiarity prior to the onset of source attribution-
based recollection. When the false familiarity threshold is
low enough to detect this error and trigger the change.
Surprisingly, however, when participants made a false
alarm response to a critical lure, we saw no significant cor-
rections, that is, participants did not correct their initial
decision. In the introduction, we argued that saccades
will be based on faster old/new recognition decisions
based on familiarity. This can be seen in their rapid
execution. We argued that corrections may represent a
more controlled decision to override that response. This
is easy when the level of activation is low. For unrelated
lures a decision can be made to override the initial
response and reject the item because the item fails to
elicit recollections that are expected from prior occurrence
(Gallo, 2010). They can correct that reflexive response with
a more control decision process. This does not appear to
happen for critical lures when they are initially categorised
as old. Saccades are fast compared to the end result of a
response time. They are more implicit and less easily con-
trolled. It takes more effort to stop the prosaccade recog-
nition of the critical lure. Here it is plausible to argue that
false alarms for critical lures are likely not corrected in this
saccade task because of the relatively automatic process
by which the semantic activation occurs (Underwood’s,
1965 implicit-associative-response [IAR] theory) and how
such items, when generated, are treated as list members.
Once recognised, the threshold is sufficient that it passes
some expected criteria to prevent additional source-moni-
toring checking processes. Although we have aligned
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these explanations with spreading activation and source
monitoring frameworks, it also resonates with fuzzy-trace
perspectives (Brainerd & Reyna, 2002). In this perspective,
the strong sense of familiarity for critical lures can be
attributed to gist extraction. Gist processing, which cap-
tures the theme of words, facilitates the perception of criti-
cal lures as previously encoded events. This process is
typically automatic and requires less cognitive effort. Con-
versely, the recovery and validation of source and contex-
tual details, crucial for accurate recognition, align with
verbatim processing. The formation and retrieval of verba-
tim traces require more cognitive resources and time, as
they involve recalling specific details and features. It’s
important to note that our findings do not favour one
theoretical explanation over another, but the source-moni-
toring component of the activation–monitoring frame-
work aligns well with the corrective saccades that we
analysed in Experiment 2.

To conclude, a great advantage of saccadic tasks, one
which is only just beginning to be exploited by research-
ers interested in cognitive processes, is that they allow
the ongoing control of behaviour to be studied
(Hutton, 2008). We believe that the saccadic task used
here to measure recognition accuracy and response
latency, and corrective decisions, adds to the literature
examining differentiation of the true and false memories
in the DRM paradigm. By using an eye-tracker to record
eye movement behaviour, it is possible to reveal rapid
visual and cognitive processing in a given task. To our
knowledge, this memory-guided manipulation has not
been implemented before to study false memories. The
DRM-Saccade task certainly provides a novel approach
to measuring cognitive processes in recognition
decisions and we hope that others may adopt this meth-
odology. We say this because standard recognition
memory paradigms allow researchers to only examine
the end product of memories, the actual decision,
response time, and the subjective memory strength.
The DRM-saccade task presented here has the potential
to demonstrate memory processes at work and indexes
cognitive resources during retrieval. While the exper-
iments reported here offer a proof of concept, the
future use of the DRM-saccade task could further help
understand the role source-monitoring and its onset
during recognition decisions. Whilst by no means, an
exhaustive list, it could be used to assess individual
differences and cognitive decline in relation to source
monitoring, speed of processing and the ability to use
this information to make real time corrections. Research
highlights various experimental manipulations to
examine the role of source-monitoring and source attri-
bution, and the DRM-saccade task could provide
additional retrieval information when utilising these
manipulations. Furthermore, integrating the DRM-
Saccade task with neuroimaging techniques or physio-
logical measures, such as EEG or fMRI, could facilitate a
multi-modal exploration of the neural correlates

underlying memory processing. The DRM-Saccade task,
thus, stands as a promising avenue for future research.
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Appendix. 24 DRM word lists (critical lures in bold) used for both Experiments 1 and 2

car needle chair sleep rough mountain soft high

truck thread table bed smooth Hill hard low
bus pin sit rest sandpaper peak velvet up
vehicle eye legs wake tough climber loud tall
bike sewing seat tired bumpy hike fluffy tower
drive sharp couch dream rigid valley tender jump
jeep point desk yawn gentle summit gentle above
garage prick recliner snooze harsh climb cotton building
van thimble sofa blanket course slope fur noon
taxi haystack bench doze crude rocks silk cliff
train thorn cushion slumber grit steep touch sky
race injection sitting lazy uneven canyon feather dive
caravan knitting stool peace surface cave skin elevate
doctor cat sweet smoke foot thief slow man
nurse kitten sour cigar shoe robber fast woman
sick dog candy cigarette hand crook lethargic husband
medicine mouse sugar puff toe burglar snail uncle
health pounce bitter chimney kick stolen turtle lady
hospital fluffy taste tobacco sandals robbery quick mister
dentist claw tooth pipe walk bandit sluggish male
physician whiskers honey lungs ankle theft lazy father
patient tiger chocolate inhale boot criminal stall human
stethoscope pet cake pollution inch steal delay person
surgeon tail tart flames yard beggar hurry handsome
clinic sphinx tangy blaze sock liar hesitate male
ill paw dessert ashes knee convict cautious boss
cold smell cup window music river shirt pen
hot nose saucer door Band stream blouse pencil
chill sniff mug glass concert flow sleeves write
arctic aroma measuring pane violin water pants fountain
ice hear glass shade stereo creek tie quill
winter see measure ledge tune bridge button felt
frost whiff coaster sill radio brook shorts Bic
snow scent handle open jazz lake polo scribble
wet reek coffee curtain piano canal collar crayon
weather stench drink frame song raft vest marker
freeze fragrance plastic view record channel pocket cap
warm perfume lid screen album waterfall belt point
frozen sense sip shutter volume rapid cuffs blot
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